
The pinnacle of Samuel Müeller, the TRINITY COLLECTION  
is made from a state of the art technology that creates a 
panel that in many ways is better than nature.

Super high resolution digital images are transferred to a 
specialized aluminum panel that yields an appearance of 
genuine stone, porcelain or concrete.

 KI03 | BLACK CARARRA 

High gloss or luxury honed matte panels have the look and feel of gorgeous natural stone 
or highly Glossy large format porcelain panels.

Ideal for remodeling and new construction. Walls glue right over existing surface.

TRINITY COLLECTION
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• Easy to clean. • Scratch & impact resistant. • Beautiful classic colors. • 10 Year warranty
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TRINITY - Shower & Fireplace Walls

 KI01 | WHITE CARARRA | Fireplace Surround
Finish: Glossy or Honed

Not only is the TRINITY Collection great for showing off an elegent shower, but TRINITY wall panels 
can also be used to bring style to several area of your home, including the kitchen and living spaces.

 KI01 | WHITE CARARRA | Shower Space
Finish: Glossy or Honed

Here is an example of WHITE CARARRA being used in three setting within the home.  
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Backsplash, Features - TRINITY

TRINITY features include waterproof qualities as well as heat resistence, 
making it especially useful as a kitchen counter backsplash. 

 KI01 | WHITE CARARRA | Backsplash
Finish: Glossy or Honed

• Panels are each 4mm thick with 3 layers; a 
sandwich of thick aluminum on both the 
surface and back with a strong mineral 
resin core in the middle for strength. 

• Technical qualities provide for strength 
and stability, with a structure that is highly 
water resistant. 

• Each design has 5 random patterns for a 
very natural marble or stone look.

• Panel designs are also available as a 
matching book-matched pattern. These 
unique designs are reversible thereby 
creating two different possible  
book-matched patterns with 
the same 2 panels. 

• Surfaces are highly scratch resistant and 
are available in 2 different finishes; super 
high gloss and honed. Concrete panels 
come with a realistic textured finish. 

• Lightweight for easy installation 
and handling.

Features of TRINITY Panels 
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TRINITY - Shower/Tub Wall Kit Sizes

96” PANEL SIZES
(Inches)

36 x 36 x 96

48 x 36 x 96

60 x 36 x 96

60 x 48 x 96 Bookmatch Patterns available for all colors. 

Bookmatch 
Pattern BA

Bookmatch 
Pattern AB

All Wall Sets include two inside corner trim and two edge trim pieces.
60” wide shower sets include one seam trim. The seam can be covered by color matched mildew 
resistant silicone adhesive or seam trim as your preference.

All color available in Glossy and Ultra Honed finishes, except Concrete KI34 (Only in Matte Textured).

Single panels are sold each and in bulk pack of 10 wall panels in same color and are trimmable. 
Bookmatch panel only comes in 39” wide, but are available in 36 x 96 and 48 x 96.
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Deco Strips - TRINITY

TRINITY Collection also offers 4 Deco Strip options which add character to showers and help 
highlight colors shared within your bathroom. 

Walls can be trimmed to size in the field. 

Deco Strip pattern options available

Weaver White
(WW)

Hexagon Off-White
(HO)

Linear Creme
(LC)

Weaver Grey
(WG)

96” PANEL SIZES
(Inches)

60 x 36 x 96
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TRINITY - White Cararra Walls

As in any natural stone configuration, no two slabs are precisely the same.  Nature requires 
slight deviations even in the most mundane patterns. However, the natural movement in 

these patterns lets one’s eyes discern that this is a natural material.  

 KI01 | WHITE  CARARRA | Finish: Glossy or Honed
Shown with SMFLU base

White Carrara
KI01

Sabana Creme
KI32

Black Carrara
KI03

Sabana Grey
KI31

TRINITY Wall color options available

KI63STORMKI58 EVEREST KI59 SANDSTORM 

Everest
KI58

KI63STORMKI58 EVEREST KI59 SANDSTORM 

Storm
KI63

Everest Gold
KI80

Ariel Desert
KI82
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 KI03 | BLACK CARARRA
Finish: Glossy or Honed

As in any natural stone configuration, no two slabs are precisely the same.  Nature 
requires slight deviations even in the most mundane patterns.  Likewise TRINITY 

panels are also nuanced.  For each pattern, each slab has 5 subtle yet different panel 
patterns that actually replicate the natural movement of real stone.

 The result is technology replicating reality.  Expand the concept of 
a “bathroom” panel to now include an entire room panel.  Not only 
are Trinity panels ideal for the shower or tub area, they are simply 

divine for other areas of your home or office. 

Black Cararra Walls - TRINITY
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Four foot wide panels join with either color matched silicone adhesive or a color matched minimalist 
seam trim.  The result is the look of natural stone at a considerable cost savings.

As in any natural stone configuration, no two slabs are precisely the 
same.  Nature requires slight deviations even in the most mundane 

patterns. Each slab has 5 subtle yet different panel patterns that 
actually replicate the natural movement of real stone.

 KI31 | SABANA GREY
Finish: Glossy or Honed

TRINITY - Sabana Grey Walls
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Sabana Creme, Concrete Textured Walls - TRINITY

As mentioned before, TRINITY Panels are waterproof and heat resistant, which are perfect as a 
kitchen backsplash. Also, panels are simple for cutting outlets and switches.

 KI34T | CONCRETE TEXTURED | Finish: Matte Textured

 KI32 | SABANA CREME | Finish: Glossy or Honed
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ECO TRINITY - Two-Tone Shower Walls

 ECO TRINITY SHOWER KITS | SKI03GBKI31G
Shown with SMFLU base 

Two-tone shower walls offer 4 options of color 
combinations, which is great for dual 

Two-Tone Selection

White & Black 
Carrara

*SKI01GBKI103G

White Carrara & 
Sabana Grey

*SKI03GBKI31G

Everest &
Storm

*SKI58GBKI63G

Everest Gold & 
Ariel Desert

*SKI80GBKI82G

* S represents (2) 48”x 96” 
panels which can be used 
on two sides and back of the 
shower. B represents (1) 39” 
x 96” panel which is used as 
center of the shower back wall. 

KI63STORMKI58 EVEREST KI59 SANDSTORM 
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Two-Tone Shower Walls - ECO TRINITY

 ECO TRINITY SHOWER KITS | SKI01GBKI103G
Shown with SMFLU base 

Two-tone shower walls offer 4 options of color 
combinations, which is great for dual 

TRINITY Panels are waterproof and heat resistant, which are 
perfect as a kitchen backsplash. Also, panels are simple for 

cutting outlets and switches.
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ECO TRINITY - Two-Tone Shower Walls

 ECO TRINITY SHOWER KITS
SKI58GBKI63G

Shown with SMFL base
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ECO TRINITY SHOWER KITS 
SKI80GBKI82G

Shown with SMFLU base

Two-Tone Shower Walls - ECO TRINITY
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ECO TRINITY  - Mono-Tone Shower Walls  

 KI01 | WHITE CARRARA | SMTWKE603696-KI01G
Eco Trinity Mono-Tone | Finish: Glossy

Shown with Ulrika Recessed Tub
(available for all Trinity shower kits)
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Storage Shower Wall Kit - TRINITY

SIDE CORNER BOX-OUT TRINITY SHOWER KITS
KI01 | WHITE CARRARA | Shown with SMFZS base

TRINITY Box-out kits feature a section of the shower wall with a protrusion. This allows easier 
installation for storage pods and creates a unique shower wall style. 
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 CENTER BOX-OUT TRINITY SHOWER KITS
SKI80GBKI82G | EVEREST GOLD & ARIEL DESERT

Shown with SMFPT base

TRINITY - Storage Shower Wall Kit


